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Abstract
Inferring a regular language from examples and counter-examples is a classical
problem in grammatical inference. It is also known as a variant of automata synthesis or grammar induction problems and corresponds to finding the smallest D FA
consistent with a labelled sample of strings. The best known algorithm to solve
this problem runs in polynomial (but cubic) time, and for large learning samples
the algorithm cannot be used. We introduce a parallel version of the R PNI algorithm which solves the above question, and we study the main challenges toward
parallelization of such class of algorithms to run in a multi-core environment. We
report experiments showing the viability of the technique.
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Introduction

Inferring a regular language from examples and counter-examples is a classical problem in grammatical inference [1]. It is also known as automata synthesis or grammar induction and corresponds
to finding the smallest D FA consistent with a labelled sample of strings. The classical algorithm
(R PNI [2]) to solve this problem runs in polynomial (but cubic) time, and in practical situations
where the size of the learning sample is large the algorithm cannot be used. A number of alternative
algorithms have been proposed in the past 40 years [3, 4, 5]. In grammatical inference, the only
other attempt (to our knowledge) of parallelizing learning algorithms was made in the alternative
framework of active learning [6, 7].
Our Parallel State Merging Algorithm (P SMA) is a EREW PRAM learning algorithm for learning
D FA. This algorithm is strongly based on the sequential state merging algorithm R PNI [2] and adopts
a multi-core processor computation paradigm that allows to test possible state merges in parallel.
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Preliminaries

Let Σ be a non-empty set of symbols called letters. Σ∗ is the set of all strings over the alphabet Σ
where a string x ∈ Σ∗ is a finite sequence of letters x = x1 x2 · · · xn . A language L is any subset
of Σ∗ . If x = uv is a string, then u is a prefix of the string x.
The prefix set P ref (L) of the language L is defined as P ref (L) = {u ∈ Σ∗ : uv ∈ L}.
A Deterministic Finite Automaton (D FA) is a quintuple A = (Σ, Q, q0 , F, δ) where Σ is an alphabet, Q is a set of finite states, q0 ∈ Q is the initial state, F ⊆ Q is the set of final states and
δ : Q × Σ → Q is the transition function.
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The problem

Let hS+ , S− i be a finite sample of some language L consisting of a subset S+ ⊆ L, set of positive
strings of the language L and S− ⊆ Σ∗ \ L, set of negative strings of the language L. Throughout
the paper we assume the samples to be non-conflicting, i.e., S+ ∩ S− = ∅.
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In a D FA learning (or synthesis) problem, we are given a sample hS+ , S− i as above, and the goal
is to find the language L. Obviously, there is a number of languages are such that S+ ⊆ L and
S− ⊆ Σ∗ \ L: such a language is said to be consistent with hS+ , S− i. As a combinatorial problem,
the corresponding goal is to find the smallest consistent D FA. As an inference problem, we want to
have an algorithm which returns a D FA and furthermore the algorithm converges with the data, i.e.,
there is a guarantee that with more and more elements in S+ and S− , we can be sure to find L.
The general strategy used by the most common family of D FA learning algorithms is that of state
merging. The starting point is the Prefix Tree Acceptor (P TA), built from S+ : this is a tree-like D FA
A = (Σ, Q, q0 , F, δ) P TA(S+ ) defined as follows: {Q = qu : u ∈ P ref (S+ )}, ∀ua ∈ P ref (S+ ) :
δ (qu , a) = qua , F = {qu : u ∈ S+ }.
State-merging algorithms maintain a set of R ED states corresponding to the confirmed states, i.e.,
those present in the final D FA, and a set of B LUE states, successors of the R ED states and candidates
for merging. The goal is to generalise the language recognised by the running D FA by iteratively
choosing one R ED state and one B LUE state and attempting to merge these together: if the result
of this merge is not over-general (i.e., no string from S− is recognised: the two states are then said
to be compatible and incompatible otherwise) the merge is kept; if not, it is rejected. Whenever a
particular B LUE state can be merged with no R ED state it gets promoted: it becomes R ED and all its
non R ED successors become B LUE.
R PNI [2] is a deterministic algorithm where the merge compatibilities between two states are
checked sequentially in a predefined (length lexicographic) order. Whenever a merge is rejected,
R PNI tries to merge another pair of states and continues until no further merges are possible. It is
known that R PNI ensures identification of D FA in the limit and works in polynomial time [1].
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The PSMA Algorithm

We introduce a new learning algorithm called P SMA (Parallel State Merging Algorithm) which
obtains the same result as R PNI but makes use of a multi processor architecture.
Let us denote by n the number of states of the P TA and suppose these are numbered (in a breadthfirst way) from 0 to n − 1. Pairs of (indexes of) states will be ordered: hi, ji < hi0 , j 0 i if j < j 0 or
j = j 0 and i < i0 . The first element of each pair corresponds to a R ED state, the second to a B LUE
state. For example, h3, 5i < h2, 6i and h3, 5i < h4, 5i.
The master processor node M takes the responsibility of initialising and updating the shared data:
•
•
•
•

a set R of R ED states; initially R = {0};
a set B of B LUE states; initially B = {i : ∃a ∈ Σ such that δ(q0 , a) = qi };
a table containing for each pair hi, ji with i ∈ R, j ∈ B, the information T [i][j];
a counter called SIT which corresponds to the position in the table up to which the merges
are validated by the master so far.

T can be implemented as a queue in order to have a small data struicture: it will only contain the
values corresponding to active pairs of states. T [i][j] will take the following possible values:
• if the merge between state i ∈ R and j ∈ B has an unknown status the value is U;
• if the merge is being considered in the actual context by some processor the value is C;
• if the merge is being considered by some processor, but the master has accepted a merge
the value is R;
• if the merge has been discarded the value is D;
• if the merge is proposed in the current context by one processor the value is P;
• if the merge is accepted and has been validated by the master processor, the value is A;
The master processor is in charge of updating the shared information. It does so by looking at the
entry in the table T corresponding to SIT= hi, ji:
• if T [i][j] =D and is the last corresponding to that particular B LUE (j) the table is updated
by promoting state j. This consists in (1) updating the local B and R sets (i.e., state
2

j is moved from B to R, and successors of state j are moved to B; (2) pairs hj, ki are
inserted in their correct position in the table, where k is any B LUE state; (3) counter SIT is
incremented.
• if T [i][j] =P the following update takes place: (1) T [i][j] ← A; (2) ∀k > j, T [i][k] ← D;
(3) ∀hh, ki >SIT, if T [h][k] =C, T [h][k] ←R and if T [h][k] =P, T [h][k] ←U; (4) B and
R are updated in the usual way R PNI does it; (5) SIT is incremented to < hi0 , j 0 i where i0
is the first R ED state and j 0 is the next B LUE state.
Each other processor Pz plays the part of a slave processor. It finds the smallest hi, ji, from SIT
onwards such that T [i][j] =U. Pz sets T [i][j] to C.
Then Pz runs R PNI with the help of the table T : every time a merge between two states r and
b is to be tested, Pz checks the table T . If T [r][b] is A the merge is done; in all other cases the
compatibility result is fail. When Pz has to test the merge between i and j, it really does it and
returns the compatibility result.
Processor Pz does the following when it has finished its task, consisting in testing the merge between
i and j:
1. If T [i][j]=C then if the merge Pz has tested is OK, it updates T [i][j] to P (proposed). If the
merge is not OK, it updates T [i][j] to D.
2. If T [i][j]=R (which means that at least one new merge has been taken into account), then
if the merge is not OK, it updates T [i][j] to D. If the merge is OK, nothing can be decided:
it updates T [i][j] to U.
3. It searches for another merge to be checked.
A small analysis of the algorithm
The key idea is that each slave processor is kept busy at all times: it finds the next job in the queue
and will try to check a merge in which the context is that all the previous unfinished jobs are going
to fail. If the result of this job is incompatible, then the result will hold even if an unfinished job
returns compatible. The bad case occurs when the job returns compatible: the result in only kept
if all previous compatibility tests fail.
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Experimental Results

We have conducted our experiments on a multi-core machine having Intel R Xeon R processors,
4x6 cores, 2.66 GHz, 16 MB cache memory, RAM: 128 GB. A series of runs of the algorithm was
performed using datasets generated by Gowachin1 , with different sizes of targets D FA, number of
examples, and number of slaves used in the algorithm.
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Figure 1: Plot of time taken to execute different sizes of datasets over number of
slaves. nt is the number of nodes in the target D FA, ni is the number of
nodes in the initial P TA and S is the sample size.
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Figure 2: Plot of speedup gained over the number of processors. nt is the number
of nodes in the target D FA, ni is the number of nodes in the initial P TA
and S is the sample size.

Gowachin allows to generate artificial datasets for testing D FA learning methods: http://www.irisa.fr/Gowachin/
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0.34
0.34
0.45
0.42
0.39

0.3
0.3
0.4
0.38
0.35

Table 1: Efficiency E as a function of n (P TA size) and p (number of processors).

From Figure 1 it appears that significant speedup can be gained when using large datasets (leading to
large P TA). As we increase the number of slaves, the speedup decreases until reaching a saturation
point (here with 13 slaves). This behaviour can be explained as follows: the hypothesis under which
a processor checks the merge it has to test has a probablity of being invalidated that grow with
the number of processors.Therefore, at some point, increasing the number of processors brings no
speedup.
Let the sequential execution time [8], i.e., the time taken to execute the algorithm with a single
processor be denoted by T1 . The parallel execution time, i.e., the execution time for the algorithm
with p processors be denoted by Tp . The speedup is defined as S = TTp1 . The efficiency is defined as
E = Sp . Figure 2 depicts the speedup of the algorithm over the number of processors. Table 1 shows
the efficiency table as a function of number of states in the PTA and number of slaves. Efficiency
appears to be very high (Table 1) with lower number of slaves and decreases as the number of slaves
increases due to the similar reason as limitation in speedup gain explianed earlier. Adding more
resources to gain relatively small fraction of speedup (or no speedup) results in low efficeincy.
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Conclusion & Future Outlook

In this paper we have described a parallel version of a state merging algorithm for inferring regular
languages (R PNI). Experimental results have been presented based on a Java implementation2 of
the algorithm, where a significant performance gain has been obtained. However, the results also
indicate that there is a limit for the speedup gain.
In this version, the algorithm remains deterministic and depends on a predefined ordering of the
states. A parallelisation of the Evidence Driven State Merging algorithm (E DSM, [4]) can also be
done3 : in this case, between the different P values returned by the slave processors, the master will
choose the one with the highest score.
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